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Details of Visit:

Author: Conwy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 18 Jan 2013 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1:45
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07920774187

The Premises:

This was my 10th visit to Bombshell (Abbi) and it came about at incredibly short notice. We were
swapping e-mails discussing forward dates and I enquired if she was available on the day. Abbi was
booked but was cancelled at short notice, so I received the details of her up-market hotel, hopped
into a taxi and was hugging Abbi in her huge room within 15 minutes, having had no problems
passing to her room.

The Lady:

Normally Abbi takes great care in planning what she will wear when she meets me. On this
occasion, she only had a few minutes and was dressed in a PVC mini-dress, bikini-type underwear
and skyscraper Gucci shoes. I told her that rather than having to wait to see her I would not mind if
she was in a flanellette nightie and curlers. Normally I book Abbi for 3 hours but we were limited for
this impromtu meeting by Abbi's check-out time for her room.

The Story:

The shorter nature of this meeting encouraged us to head into action rather faster than we would
usually. When we looked back on this meeting Abbi said that she must have been in a particularly
horny mood. Given how horny Abbis is usually, this was rather off the scale. I will leave it to
speculation how it was only necessary to remove Abbi's shoes before Abbi's first high. Her thong
was discarded for the next few, then the rest of her outfit followed. We eased down a bit before Abbi
started on me with those teasing ways that she has. That only served to get both of us rather
worked up, so it was on with the protection before I experienced a good half-hour of Abbi using me
for her satisfaction. Given how well Abbi knows her own body, we are both frequently surprised
when I find novel ways to increase Abbi's pleasure when we are fooling around. Eventually, I could
hold out no more and exploded with Abbi still bouncing on me. We had time for a cuddle and a chat
before I showered and dressed in time for both of us to leave. I noted above that this was our tenth
encounter. It is a measure of Abbi's versatility that each one has been quite different in nature from
all of the others. Our next date is already in our diaries.
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